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Abstract: Vegetation constitutes the primary component of terrestrial ecosystems and plays a crucial
role in examining global climate change and its impacts. Assessing vegetation dynamics over
significant periods of time can provide critical information on changes in vegetation cover and
regional climate. Satellite-based remote sensing products offer a unique opportunity to analyze these
changes at a country scale. South Korea has a unique history of forest regeneration, and studying this
relationship provides an opportunity to examine its impact. To achieve this, we employ the vegetation–
precipitation relationship using time series segmentation on residual trends (TSS-RESTREND), a
statistical method that calculates the correlation between the annual maximum vegetation index and
cumulative rainfall. This method helps identify time-step changes related to structural changes in
the ecosystem. Using the enhanced vegetation index (EVI) and rainfall, this study aims to uncover
the underlying dynamics and driving forces behind observed ecosystem changes, facilitating a
deeper comprehension of the intricate interactions between vegetation and precipitation through the
application of TSS-RESTREND. The findings increase knowledge of the complex relationship between
vegetation growth and rainfall, given the country’s commendable forest regeneration program, even
in the face of rapid urbanization. Moreover, the integration of finer resolution land cover images
derived from in situ data not only provides a nuanced understanding of vegetation dynamics across
diverse regions, but also underscores the critical need for continued collection of in situ data to
provide more accurate and comprehensive analyses. The findings underline the pivotal role played
by land resource management practices and underscores the significance of implementing adaptive
conservation strategies, thereby contributing to the preservation of a stable and sustainable vegetation
cover. The findings serve as a call for the ecosystem monitoring and strategic adaptation required to
examine the environmental and ecosystem structural changes in the region. This study sheds light on
the critical relationship between land management practices, environmental sustainability, and the
resilience of the region’s vegetation amidst an ever-changing landscape.

Keywords: vegetation health; vegetation dynamics; statistical analysis; EVI; South Korea

1. Introduction

Vegetation plays a crucial role in maintaining the structural and functional integrity of
terrestrial ecosystems on Earth. It is a key component in regulating the water cycle, energy
exchange processes, and biogeochemical cycles that shape terrestrial surfaces [1–3]. Vegeta-
tion also plays a significant role in regulating terrestrial carbon cycles, providing ecosystem
services, and influencing surface energy exchange and the water balance at both regional
and global scales [4–7]. Alterations in vegetation patterns and dynamics can provide broad
insight into the structural transformations occurring in a region. Vegetation changes are
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predominantly related to changes in climatic variables such as rainfall and temperature [8].
Examining vegetation dynamics is important for understanding vegetation–climate rela-
tionships at regional scales and to guide sustainable management and the conservation of
natural resources [9].

Satellite-based remote sensing datasets provide a reliable and accurate means of exam-
ining vegetation dynamics and vegetation–climatic relationships [10]. Spectral vegetation
indices are one of the most widely used forms of satellite data for evaluating [11] and
monitoring vegetation cover [12], vegetation conditions [13], vegetation dynamics [14],
and vegetation changes [15]. Long-term Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiome-
ter (MODIS) datasets provide consistent and long-term information related to vegetation
characteristics. The two most used vegetation indices are the Normalized Difference Vege-
tation Index (NDVI) and the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI), widely accepted remote
sensing metrics for monitoring vegetation growth and coverage change [10,12,15]. They
utilize the sensitivity of vegetation to the red and near-infrared bands of the electromag-
netic spectrum to provide an estimation of vegetation biomass and health. The NDVI is
chlorophyll-sensitive, whereas the EVI is more responsive to canopy structural variations.
The two vegetation indices complement each other in global/regional vegetation studies.
The EVI was developed to optimize the vegetation signal with improved sensitivity in high
biomass regions and improved vegetation monitoring through a de-coupling of the canopy
background signal and a reduction in atmosphere influences.

Both the NDVI and EVI have been used for various purposes including monitoring
long-term vegetation trends [16], studying vegetation dynamics [17,18], and identifying
relationships between vegetation and climate factors [19]. For example, Bao et al. [16]
studied vegetation responses to regional climate change between 1982 and 2010 on the
Mongolian Plateau. Their trend analysis showed a shift in trends from the 1990s. Before the
mid-to-late 1990s, an upward trend in the NDVI with a rise in rainfall and temperature was
observed; however, after the mid-to-late 1990s, a reversal pattern was found with a decrease
in rainfall. Lamchin et al. [20] studied the correlation between vegetation greenness and
climatic variables for Asia using the Mann–Kendall test and found temperature to be a key
variable in impacting vegetation greenness across the continent, including South Korea.

Research on vegetation dynamics utilizing satellite-based spectral indices often uses
statistical techniques to understand various facets of vegetation changes. This study focuses
on understanding the long-term vegetation trends and vegetation–climate relationships in
South Korea at a country scale. Studying the country-scale vegetation patterns of South
Korea is important for two reasons: (1) It has a long history of reforestation programmes
beginning in 1973 and accelerating thereafter. The forest volume increased from 11.3 m3/ha
in 1973 to 125.6 m3/ha in 2010 and 150.2 m3/ha in 2016 (Korea Forest Service 2017). This
increase in forest volume had substantial co-benefits, such as a 43% rise in water yield
and an 87% reduction in soil losses from 1971 to 2010 [21]. (2) Examining the relationship
between climatic and land cover variables is essential for understanding their influence
on different vegetation types. Climatic variables, including but not limited to rainfall, air
temperature, land surface temperature (LST), and several others, can serve as a proxy
to explain the variances exhibited by vegetation indices. For instance, Ukasha et al. [22]
examined the relationship of the NDVI and Leaf Area Index (LAI) with hydroclimatic
variables for two river basins in California. Their results suggested that the LAI was
correlated with atmospheric demand for water, whereas the NDVI was correlated with
water availability.

The most frequently used statistical approaches for assessing vegetation dynamics
are correlation analysis [22], linear regression [23], the Breaks For Additive Season and
Trend (BFAST) approach [24], the TIMESAT software package for time series processing
and assessment of vegetation dynamics [25], the Mann–Kendall trend test [26], time series
segmentation on residual trends (TSS-RESTREND) [27], wavelet transform analysis, and
several others. Liu and Menzel [28] used a combination of the wavelet transform test, the
Mann–Kendall trend test, and correlation analysis to examine the relationship between
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the NDVI and climatic variables in Southwest Germany. Ghebrezgabher et al. [23] used
several statistical techniques including ordinary least squares, slope, linear regression,
and correlation coefficients to study the relationship between climatic factors and the
NDVI in the Horn of Africa. The advantage of using TSS-RESTREND over other trend
methods is due to its utilization of residuals rather than actual values to calculate trends.
The residuals result from the linear regression analysis between vegetation and climatic
variables. Residuals remove the impact of climatic factors on vegetation change and detect
more significant change pixels. Although numerous studies have examined vegetation
trends at both regional and global scales, few have analyzed this relationship at a national
scale, especially with the aim of corroborating the findings using high resolution in situ
vegetation data.

This study provides the first country-level understanding of vegetation changes in
South Korea using both remote-sensing-based satellite and in situ survey data. This study
focuses on examining the vegetation–precipitation relationship using TSS-RESTREND and
a comprehensive analysis conducted across different land covers. Subsequently, land cover
dynamics based on the MODIS landcover product and in situ data collected by the National
Institute of Ecology (NIE), South Korea was analyzed. A flowchart depicting the conducted
study is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the present study.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Data

The research area covered the entire country of South Korea (Figures 2 and 3), which
has undergone major changes impacting vegetation cover and vegetation dynamics [29].
The region has experienced significant impacts due to climate change and to sustain
urbanization and industrialization [30]. According to Köppen–Geiger climate classification
(Figure 2), most of the country (57.2%) falls under the ‘Dwa’ category, indicating a dry
winter and hot summer climate. Along the coast, the climate is temperate with hot summers
and no dry season (Cfa).
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One of the most notable changes in the country’s climate is the increase in air tempera-
ture fluctuations throughout the seasons. There has been a rapid decrease in the number of
days with record low temperatures and a corresponding increase in maximum precipitation
during the summer [21,31,32]. The Korean Ministry of Environment has published several
climate change assessment reports, including the most recent one in 2020. These reports
cover the ecological impacts of climate change and adaptation policies and plans in various
sectors such as water resources, ecosystem services, forestry, agriculture, energy, health,
human settlement, and welfare.

To study the dominant land covers in the country, the MODIS landcover product
(MCD12Q1) from 2001 to 2020 with a spatial resolution of 500 m was used. The analysis of
land cover data during the twenty-year period showed the four most prevalent land covers
were deciduous broadleaf forests, mixed forests, wood savannas, and croplands as per
IGBP (International Geosphere–Biosphere Programme) classification. On average, these
land cover types accounted for more than 80% of the country’s land area over the last 20
years (Figure 4). There has been a sharp rise in deciduous broadleaf forests from 29.4% in
2001 to 34.25% in 2008, whereas the other land cover types have generally been unchanged,
with a slight decrease of approximately 10% in croplands (20.8% in 2001 to 18.3% in 2020).
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The in situ vegetation data utilized in this study was collected by the National Ecosys-
tem Survey (NES) from 2006 to 2018. The NES covers the entire mountainous areas in
South Korea during the predefined survey periods, excluding nationally protected or
access-limited areas such as national parks and the Korean Demilitarized Zone. This data
was collected in two distinct survey periods: 2006–2013 and 2014–2018. In situ vegetation
data, which represents the top canopy layer and was confirmed by the field observations,
was retrieved from EcoBank (https://www.nie-ecobank.kr; Access: 16 August 2023). The
NES collected vegetation data in the mountains located in the assigned grids in a 1:25,000
scale map of South Korea each year using 20 m × 20 m quadrats. Field researchers of
the NES initially recorded the top canopy layer into two categories based on dominant
species: (1) single-species dominant vegetation, where a species covers more than 70% of
the top canopy layer (e.g., Quercus variabilis forest); (2) two-species dominant vegetation,
where a single species cannot cover more than 70% of the top canopy layer (e.g., Quercus

https://www.nie-ecobank.kr
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variabilis–Quercus mongolica forest). The top canopy layer categories, which cover more
than 90% of the entire survey area, were used for further analysis. We applied the land use
class definitions of the IGBP to utilize the NES vegetation data as high-resolution ground
truth data.

We analyzed rainfall data to examine whether there are shifts in rainfall related to
the changes in the cover of deciduous broadleaf forests. Daily rainfall data, with a spatial
resolution of 0.01◦, from 1 January 2001 to 31 December 2019, was collected from the Korean
Meteorological Department (Figure 5). Figure 5 shows the annual variation in monthly
rainfall calculated for the entire country, revealing significant variability, with a substantial
range in rainfall values across different months. Some months, such as May, July, August,
October, and November exhibit a wider spread between the quartiles, indicating potential
seasonal variations in the rainfall pattern during these months.
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Figure 5. Box and whisker plots showing the annual variation in monthly rainfall measures in
deciduous broadleaf forests for 2001–2019. The bottom and top of the rectangular boxes are the 25th
and 75th percentiles, respectively; the horizontal thick lines inside the boxes are the 50th percentiles
(median values); the whiskers show 1.5 times the interquartile range; the points represent outliers.

The highest monthly rainfall was recorded in July 2011, while the lowest was recorded
in January 2011 (Figure 6). The difference between these two months exceeded 550 mm,
suggesting the presence of extreme events. Such events could significantly impact the
forests, affecting vegetation health. In the context of air temperature, the highest tempera-
ture was recorded in August 2011 (24.5 ◦C) and the lowest was recorded in January 2015
(−8.7 ◦C). The temperature data appears to follow a pattern similar to that of the rainfall;
however, there are some irregularities, such as the high temperatures in July 2006. Such
deviations might have implications for the phenological cycles and health of the deciduous
broadleaf forests, potentially leading to shifts in their growth patterns and ecosystem dy-
namics. These significant temperature fluctuations could pose challenges to the resilience of
deciduous broadleaf forests. Understanding how these ecosystems adapt to such variations
and identifying vulnerable periods is crucial in developing effective conservation and
management strategies, thus prompting the need to study the vegetation–precipitation
relationship (VPR). All the datasets used in this study are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Different satellite and in situ datasets used in this study.

Data Type Source Spatial Resolution Time Period

Land cover MODIS (MCD12Q1) 500 m 2001–2019

EVI MODIS (MOD13Q1) 250 m

2001–2019
Rainfall South Korean Meteorological Department 0.01◦ × 0.01◦

Air temperature South Korean Meteorological Department 0.01◦ × 0.01◦

In situ vegetation National Institute of Ecology 20 m

The study used EVI data collected from the MODIS product, MOD13Q1, which is
produced in sixteen-day intervals with a spatial resolution of 250 m. Rainfall data were
collected from the Korean Meteorological Department, provided as a daily product with
a spatial resolution of approximately 100 m. To match the vegetation data, daily rainfall
values were converted to those for 16 days by summing up the values. The EVI and
aggregated rainfall data were used for a TSS-RESTREND approach, which is elaborated
upon in the subsequent section.

2.2. TSS-RESTREND

The TSS-RESTREND approach involves establishing a statistical relationship be-
tween climate and vegetation, building upon the foundational residual trend (RESTREND)
method used to assess seasonal phenological patterns for detecting structural alterations.
To provide a more comprehensive understanding, the method integrates a modified version
of the Breaks for Additive Seasonal and Trend (BFAST) technique, enabling the identifica-
tion of structural modifications within ecosystems that may otherwise go unnoticed [27].
Given the prevalence of dense vegetation in the study area, a non-linear relationship exists
between vegetation and climate [33]. However, a linear relationship can be expected be-
tween vegetation and the natural logarithm of rainfall, thereby enhancing the efficacy of
RESTREND in forested environments [27,33]. Overall, the method has five steps:

(1) VPR computation involves ordinary least squares regression, which models the as-
sociation between the annual EVI and the logarithm of the optimal accumulated
precipitation. Optimal accumulated precipitation is determined on a per-pixel basis,
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identifying the accumulation period (1–24 time periods) and off-set period (1–3 time
periods) that yield the highest correlation coefficients with EVImax in a calendar year.
The disparity between the observed EVI and the EVI predicted by the identified VPR
at each time step is recognized as the VPR residual.

(2) BFAST is employed on the VPR residuals, now regulated for rainfall. The statistically
significant breakpoints detected by the BFAST method throughout the time series
necessitate further testing of their impact on primary productivity (EVImax). For pixels
with a significant VPR (α = 0.05), a Chow Test [34] is utilized on the VPR residuals for
this purpose.

(3) The segmented RESTREND procedure involves conducting a multivariate regres-
sion among the VPR residuals, time, and a dummy variable, which is 0 before the
breakpoint and 1 after it. The significance of the model is evaluated using the Chow
test F statistic, while the direction of the change is determined by the discrepancy in
the anticipated values between the beginning and end of the time series. Although
its impacts are substantial, they are not significant enough to alter the ecosystem
structure and disrupt VPR consistency. The significance of a VPR breakpoint is also
assessed for pixels that did not pass the VPR significance test (p < 0.05).

(4) A significant VPR breakpoint in a pixel suggests that there may have been notable
structural changes to the ecosystem during the time series [35]. Hence, it cannot be
assumed that the accumulation period and offset period utilized to calculate the opti-
mal accumulated precipitation remain equivalent on either side of the breakpoint. To
address this, the EVImax time series is partitioned, and VPR is recalculated separately
on each side of the breakpoint.

The model produces four different outputs: (a) the correlation coefficient between
the EVImax and cumulative rainfall, (b) the linear regression slope, (c) the method, and
(d) the breakpoints, which highlight significant fluctuations in the relationship between
the variables. The term “method” refers to the specific algorithmic procedures involved in
determining the significant correlations and breakpoints within the dataset. The calculation
techniques rely on the importance of VPR and breakpoints and are categorized into five dis-
tinctive groups, as follows: (1) indeterminate cases lacking significant VPR and significant
breakpoints; (2) agricultural regions characterized by negative VPR values often associated
with changes in agricultural practices; (3) RESTREND values indicating significant VPR
without notable breakpoints in either the residual change trend or VPR; (4) segmented VPR
values encompassing pixels exhibiting changes in both VPR and the residual trend; and
(5) segmented RESTREND values emphasizing significant breakpoints solely within the
residual trend [36].

3. Results
3.1. TSS-RESTREND Results

Figure 7 shows the different outputs of the overall trend pixel-wise using EVI and
log rainfall from 2001–2020. Figure 7a shows the coefficient correlation and Figure 7b
shows the slope of the VPR. The correlation is high in the northern part of the country, and
gradually decreases toward the western boundaries. Similar patterns can be observed for
the slope, indicating a strong relationship between vegetation and rainfall. In Figure 7c, the
dominant method is ‘Indeterminate’, indicating that the relationship between vegetation
and rainfall is not solely explained by each other, given the complex influence of other
environmental factors.

A considerable portion, accounting for 14% of the area, represents agricultural regions
characterized by negative VPR values (Table 2). These negative VPR values are often linked
to changes such as the introduction of new crop varieties, innovative farming practices, and
irrigation systems. The prevalence of this category emphasizes the significant impact of
agricultural activities on the local environment, contributing to noteworthy modifications
in the vegetation–climate relationship. Additionally, the areas classified under the Seg
VPR and Seg RESTREND categories are relatively smaller, constituting 4.62% and 0.74% of
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the total area, respectively. These categories highlight significant changes in the VPR and
breakpoints, with segmented VPR encompassing pixels exhibiting noteworthy alterations
in both the VPR and the residual trend and segmented RESTREND emphasizing significant
breakpoints solely within the residual trend. The variations in TSS-RESTREND methods
underscore localized environmental variations and structural modifications within specific
regions, signifying critical areas where the vegetation–climate relationship has undergone
substantial changes.
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Out of the 5,692,023 pixels comprising the study area, over 5.36% of the region had
breakpoints at different points during the studied time period. The year-wise percentage of
breakpoints (Table 3) demonstrates notable fluctuations, indicating periods of significant
environmental changes within the study region.
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Table 2. Percentage of pixels showing different TSS-RESTREND methods.

Method % of Area

RESTREND 11.37

Indeterminate 69.21

Agricultural Regions 14.04

Seg VPR 4.62

Seg RESTREND 0.74

Table 3. Year-wise percentage of breakpoints.

Year % of Points Year % of Points

2004 2.49 2011 2.48

2005 3 2012 22.79

2006 2.83 2013 5.06

2007 5.92 2014 2.46

2008 16.59 2015 6.38

2009 23.38 2016 3.04

2010 3.53

However, the degree of environmental changes can differ based on the breakpoint
percentage. For example, the years 2009 and 2012 stand out, constituting 23.38% and 22.79%
of the total breakpoints, respectively. These findings suggest that substantial ecosystem
shifts and alterations occurred during these years, highlighting the heightened vulnerability
and sensitivity of the region to external factors during these specific periods. Likewise,
the year 2008 displays a significant proportion of breakpoints, amounting to 16.59%. This
observation accentuates the pivotal role of the environmental conditions prevalent during
this year, possibly indicating critical shifts or disturbances within the ecosystem. Similarly,
the years 2007 and 2015 also exhibit noteworthy percentages of breakpoints, accounting
for 5.92% and 6.38% of the total breakpoints, respectively. These findings emphasize the
significance of these years in terms of environmental changes and potential disturbances
impacting the vegetation and climate relationship. The remaining years demonstrate
relatively lower percentages of breakpoints, ranging from 2.46% to 3.53%. Although these
years indicate comparatively fewer significant structural alterations, they provide insights
into periods of relative stability and consistency within the ecosystem.

In 2012, the Korean forest area damaged by wildfires was at its lowest. Additionally,
despite a yearly decrease of 1.3% in the total agricultural area, 2009 and 2012 stand out
as the two years with the most significant proportional increases in the total dry crop
field area compared to their respective preceding years. This is due to the major distur-
bances in rainfall and air temperature during this period, resulting in frequent occurrences
of hydrometeorological hazards such as floods and droughts. For example, the coun-
try experienced extreme drought after 5–6 years, with the worst drought occurring in
2014–2015 [37]. This phenomenon can also be explained using box-and-whisker plot, which
shows variations in monthly rainfall for the deciduous broadleaf forest region. Large
variations in rainfall, especially in the months of January and October, indicate signs of
extreme changes in climatic variables.

3.2. Comparison with In Situ Data

The premier ecological agency of South Korea, the National Institute of Ecology,
collects in situ vegetation data which comprehensively surveys the entire country in a
period of pre-defined years and provides various vegetation and plant data. The previous
surveys were conducted from 2006–2013 and from 2014–2018. Based on the limited available
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data, deciduous broadleaf forests for these two different time periods were examined
(Figure 8). As Figure 8 shows, there was an increase in forests from 2014–2018 compared
to 2006–2013, as seen from the NIE data. Hence, to analyze the changes, high resolution
vegetation images are needed to provide a better understanding of the vegetation dynamics
in the region.
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When comparing the in situ vegetation data of South Korea with the MCD12Q1 land
cover product from the MODIS, a noticeable difference in the spatial coverage becomes
apparent. Several factors contribute to this contrast; for example, the in situ data collection
process involves manual or localized measurements, resulting in limited spatial repre-
sentation, especially across heterogeneous and diverse landscapes such as South Korea.
On the other hand, the MODIS product, derived from satellite imagery, offers extensive
coverage and captures data from a broader perspective, encompassing various land cover
types and regional variations. Additionally, the differences between the in situ data and
the MODIS product could arise due to variations in the sampling methodologies, data
processing techniques, and the categorization techniques.

4. Discussion

TSS-RESTREND, an innovative method for assessing vegetation dynamics in relation
to climate variables, has emerged as a crucial tool in the realm of environmental moni-
toring and ecosystem analysis. By integrating EVI and rainfall data, the TSS-RESTREND
method enables the identification and characterization of structural changes within the
vegetation cover, offering valuable insights into the complex interactions between climate
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patterns and ecological systems. In the context of South Korea, a region characterized by
diverse topography, distinct seasonal variations, and significant land cover heterogene-
ity, the application of the TSS-RESTREND method assumes significant importance for
regeneration programs. This technique not only facilitates the comprehensive understand-
ing of the intricate relationships between vegetation dynamics and climatic influences
but also holds the potential to unravel the impacts of environmental changes on the
country’s diverse ecosystems and natural landscapes. Furthermore, the utilization of TSS-
RESTREND in South Korea aids in elucidating the implications of climate variability and
land cover transformations for various ecological processes, thus contributing to informed
decision-making, sustainable resource management, and the preservation of the country’s
rich biodiversity.

The application of the TSS-RESTREND method revealed distinctive insights into
vegetation dynamics and their relationship with climatic variables across the region. The
dominance of the ‘Indeterminate’ category (69.21%) suggests the prevalence of areas where
the vegetation–climate relationship lacks significant breakpoints, possibly indicating a
stable ecological system or the influence of multiple confounding factors. Additionally, the
notable presence of ‘Agricultural Regions’ (14.04%) underscores the sensitivity of certain
areas to anthropogenic activities, including evolving agricultural practices and land-use
changes. The relatively low prevalence of ‘Seg RESTREND’ (0.74%) signifies the limited
occurrences of significant breakpoints solely in the residual, hinting at the relatively stable
nature of the ecosystem across large portions of the region. Notably, our analysis identified
a compelling spatial trend: the correlation strength is most pronounced in the northern
territories and gradually diminishes as we traverse towards the western boundaries. A
similar pattern is discerned for the slope, signifying a robust association between vegetation
dynamics and rainfall. It is important to note that the eastern areas of South Korea are
predominantly covered by vegetation in mountainous terrains, whereas the western regions
are characterized by lowlands, with significant anthropogenic activities such as agriculture
and urbanization. Therefore, our results underscore the regional heterogeneity—in terms
of topography, climate zones, and other land use factors—and its profound influence on
the vegetation–climate interplay in South Korea.

The discrepancies observed between the in situ vegetation data and the MODIS land
cover product underscore the significant disparities in spatial coverage across South Ko-
rea. The stark differences between the two datasets accentuate the crucial role played by
in situ data in capturing nuanced ecological variations and local intricacies, especially
within heterogeneous landscapes such as South Korea. Given the pronounced variations
in land cover types and their spatial distribution, the utilization of in situ data becomes
indispensable in providing detailed insights into the localized ecological changes, partic-
ularly within regions where the MODIS data may fail to capture subtle shifts or unique
ecosystem characteristics.

Although the country has seen a population growth of almost 10% during this period,
its impact on land cover has been minimal. Cho et al. [29] studied ecosystem management
in the country from 1918–2005. The study found an increase of over 70% (~7000 ha) in the
vegetation cover during this period alongside a simultaneous increase in infrastructure
development. The authors attributed this phenomenon to the country’s land management
policy. Shah et al. [38] conducted spatio-temporal analysis of precipitation variation across
the Han River basin, South Korea and found an increase in rainfall from south to north,
suggesting the region suffers from extreme floods during the summer and severe droughts
in winter. In the case of air temperature, the difference is less than 10% across all land
covers. A previous study by Jung et al. [31] which studied the air temperature trends of
12 stations in South Korea from 1954–1999 found an upward trend of 0.23 ◦C per decade.
The minimal impact on temperature can be attributed to expanding vegetated areas, espe-
cially in areas which have seen rapid rise in urbanization. Hwang et al. [39] studied the
NDVI trends in Seoul, South Korea and found an increasing trend, which resulted from
planting trees in impervious regions, such as streets, and found an increase in vegetation
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growth in forests. This trait can be extrapolated for the entire country, as can be seen in the
trends of vegetation (Figure 4).

The comprehensive TSS-RESTREND analysis has shown the critical role played by
both in situ data and remote sensing products in understanding the dynamic landscape
changes within South Korea. The comparative analysis of these datasets has highlighted
the necessity of using in situ data to capture local ecological intricacies and its significant
contribution towards validating and refining remote sensing-based observations. The use
of in situ data along with the TSS-RESTREND framework serves as a valuable tool for
monitoring the efficacy of ecological restoration initiatives, particularly within regions char-
acterized by diverse vegetation and heterogeneous landscapes. These findings emphasize
the necessity of a multi-faceted approach that combines both ground-based observations
and satellite-derived data to comprehensively assess and manage the intricate ecological
dynamics of South Korea’s diverse landscapes. This analysis is particularly pertinent in the
context of South Korea’s extensive forest regeneration program, which has significantly
influenced the landscape and vegetation patterns in various regions, further emphasizing
the critical role of in situ data in monitoring and assessing the outcomes of large-scale
ecological restoration initiatives.

5. Conclusions

South Korea has experienced a significant surge in urbanization over the last 50 years
which has greatly impacted the region’s land cover and land use and, subsequently, the
regional climate and ecohydrological balance. In this study, TSS-RESTREND analysis inte-
grated with in situ vegetation data and MODIS remote sensing products provided valuable
insights into the spatiotemporal dynamics of South Korea’s vegetation. The comprehensive
analysis of the vegetation’s response to rainfall variability has not only facilitated the iden-
tification of structural changes in the ecosystem but has also underscored the critical role
played by both ground-based observations and satellite-derived data in monitoring and
managing ecological landscapes. The findings from this study emphasize the significance
of integrating multi-sourced data to enhance our understanding of complex ecological
processes, thereby facilitating more effective and targeted conservation and restoration
efforts. The comparison between in situ data and MODIS observations has highlighted the
necessity of continuous ground-level data collection to validate and complement remote
sensing data, especially in regions characterized by diverse landscapes and varying ecolog-
ical patterns. Moreover, the examination of the spatial coverage disparities has reinforced
the need for sustained efforts in data collection to bridge the gaps between ground-based
and satellite observations, thereby facilitating more accurate and holistic assessments of
landscape dynamics. The country has plans for targeted forest regeneration activities, and
this comprehensive analysis provides a quantifiable metric to examine the climatic impacts
and changes in land use. The insights learned from this research can inform and guide
future conservation strategies and policy frameworks aimed at promoting sustainable land
management and ecosystem preservation in South Korea.
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